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CMS   Library  Welcome   to   Week   5   of   Take   a   Library   Break!    We’ve   had   fun   with   poetry   and   science  
over   the   past   few   weeks.   This   week’s   activities   are   dedicated   to   Star   Wars!    May   the  
Fourth   Be   With   You!  
 
Visit   our   library’s   website   for   lots   of   activities   including   eBook/audiobook   access,   trivia  
games,   STEAM   challenges,   digital   escape   rooms,   digital   citizenship   tips,   and   virtual  
tours   &   webcams.   The   direct   link   to   the   site   is     CMS   Library   Home   Page .   I’ll   post   new  
activities   online   each   Monday   and   include   printables   in   the   paper   packets   as   well.   
 
Read   or   Listen   to   Books   Online    -   find   lots   of   fiction,   non-fiction   and   graphic   novels   to  
enjoy   online   for   free.   The   direct   link   to   the   site   is     CMS   Library   Home   Page .   
 
Returning   Library   Books:    If   you   have   library   books   to   return   for    ANY    Sedro-Woolley  
school,   there   will   be   a   library   book   collection   box   next   to   the   packet   boxes   in   front   of  
Cascade   Middle   School   every    Monday   and   Tuesday    from   7:30   am   to   2:30   pm.    Please  
DO   NOT   put   your   books   in   the   packet   boxes!   
 
Starting   May   5th   on    Tuesdays ,   there   will   be   collection   boxes   at   the    CMS   and   SWHS  
lunch   pick   sites    too!   We   are   collecting   books   for   all   schools   at   all   collection   sites.   If   you  
have   any   questions,   please   contact   me,   Meriden   Huggins   at   mhuggins@swsd101.org,   or  
call   360-855-3071.   Thank   you!  

Electives   
● Art  
● AVID  
● Music  
● Band   
● Choir  
● Orchestra  

ART:    COLOR   WHEEL   CREATION  
● Read   the   Color   Wheel   Basic   handout   &   the   Color   Wheel   Creation   handout  

(attached   near   the   end   of   this   packet).   Complete   the   steps   at   your   own   pace   for  
creating   your   color   wheel.   You   will   spend   2-3   weeks   on   this   project   and   will  
submit   the   final   Color   Wheel   only   (no   sketches   or   rough   draft).   

● If   you   are   picking   up   packets   and   would   prefer   to   have   a   colored   version   of   my  
handouts,   please   call   (360)   855-3026   or   email   me   and   I   will   figure   out   how   to   get  
them   to   you!  

All   Music:    this   week's   listening   journal  
Choir:   

● Complete   this   week’s   listening   journal   
● Complete   music   theory    worksheet   8    and    worksheet   9  

Orchestra:  
● Complete   this   week’s   listening   journal   at   least   2   days  
● Your   Smart   Music   Assignment,   #   134   &   #135   Mixed   Meter  
● No   Theory   this   week.  

Band  
● Continue   working   on   your    Smart   Music   assignments  

AVID:   
● Complete   Owning   My   Feelings   
● Complete   GPA   Reflections  

Please   refer   to   Google   Classroom   for   more   instructions   
3rd   Period   AVID  
4th   Period   AVID  

Counseling  https://sites.google.com/swsd101.org/cms-counseling-center/home  
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http://www.smartmusic.com/login
https://classroom.google.com/c/NTI2MDU4MDM5NjVa
https://classroom.google.com/c/NTI2MDU4MjkzMzBa
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Math   &   Accelerated   Math  

Teacher:   Contact:  Office   Hours:  

Mrs.   Rose:   

erose@swsd101.org  
or  
*Use   Discussion   tab   on  
Canvas   to   ask   questions  
(360)   855-3041  

Monday-Friday  
9:00-10:00   AM  

Email   any   time   and   I’ll   do   my   best  
to   get   back   to   you   within   the   hour,  
during   school   hours  

Ms.   Backstrom:  

mbackstrom@swsd101.org  
or  
*Use   Discussion   tab   on  
Canvas   to   ask   questions  
(360)   855-3043  

Monday-Friday  
9:00-10:00   AM  

Email   any   time   and   I’ll   do   my   best  
to   get   back   to   you   within   the   hour,  
during   school   hours  

Mr.   Thompson:  

dathompson@swsd101.org  
or  
*Use   Discussion   tab   on  
Canvas   to   ask   questions  

Monday-Friday  
10:00-11:00   AM  
1:30-2:30   PM  

Zoom   Meetings:   
T-F   9:00-9:30   AM   
ID:   4610648195  
Password:   1143044  

Mrs.   Pittis:  rpittis@swsd101.org   
Monday-Friday  
9:00-10:00   AM  

Email   me   anytime   and   I   will   get  
back   to   you   as   soon   as   possible.  

Office   Hours    -   Time   when   your   teacher   will   be   reading   and   responding   to   e-mail  
messages   quickly.   
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WEEK   5:   Solving   One-Step   Inequalities   QUIZ  
Circle   the   answer   that   best   completes   the   statement   or   answers   the   question.   Show   any   work  
necessary.  

Question   1:  

What   is   the   solution   to   the   inequality ? 4  x − 5 > 1  

a.                                  b.    x > 9 9x > 1  

c.                                  d.     x < 9 9x < 1  

Question   2: 

 

Question   3:  

Solve   for    g .                1g 05  − 2 > 1  

a.                             b.     g >  − 5  g ≥  − 5  

c.                              d.      g =  − 5  g <  − 5  

Question   4:  

What   is   the   solution   to   the   inequality   ?  3
x ≥  − 3  

a.                                  b.     x ≥  − 9   x ≤  − 9  

c.                                  d.      x ≤  − 1   x ≥  − 1  

Question   5:  

Which   graph   represents   the   solution   to   the  
inequality    x 4  4 ≤  − 2  

 

Question   6:  

Which   of   the   following   values   for    b    makes   the  
number   sentence   below   true?   

                               2 3b1 <   

 

a.                                       b.       5 3  

c.         2                                d.       4  

Question   7:  

Solve:                       3
2 + 1 4

3  

a.                                     b.      1 2
1 2 5

12  

c.                                     d.      1 7
6 2 7

1  

Question   8:  

Solve:                  2 4
3 + 3 6

1   

a.                                        b.   5 8
1 5 4

12  

c.                                         d.      6 5 12
11  
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English  

Teacher:   Contact:  Office   Hours:  

Ms.   Phillips  adphillips@swsd101.org  
(360)   855-3014  

Monday-Friday   
9:00-10:00   AM  

Mr.   Walcon  awalcon@swsd101.org  
(360)   855-3007  

Monday-Friday   
8:00-9:00   AM  

Office   Hours    -   Time   when   your   teacher   will   be   reading   and   responding   to   e-mail  
messages   quickly.  
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**This   Story   Arc   is   still   part   of   the   “prewriting”   process.   If   you   would   like   to   begin   your   story   on   a  
google   doc   or   by   hand,   then   please   do.   Next   week’s   assignment   will   be   designed   to   help   you   use  
your   prewrite   to   start   your   story.**  

Exposition  
(Introduction   to   your   story)  

 
Setting   (when   and   where   the   story   takes   place):  
 
Protagonist   (main   character,   you   started   working   on   this   last   week):  
 
Antagonist:   (Character   or   thing   that   causes   a   conflict   for   protagonist):  
 
Conflict   (The   big   problem   in   the   story   that   the   protagonist   will   have   to   overcome):  
 

 
 

Rising   Actions   
(Events   that   add   to   the   suspense   of   your   story   -   what   makes   the   conflict   worse)  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  
 
 

Climax  
(The   turning   point   -   most   exciting   moment)  

Describe   here:  
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Falling   Actions  
(Main   character   makes   a   decision/a   lesson   is   learned)  

1.  

2.  
 

Resolution  
(How   your   story   ends)  

Describe   here:  
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Independent   Reading   Log  

 
It   is   important   that   you   keep   reading!   You   should   read   whatever   makes   you   happy   and   whatever   is   accessible  
to   you.   If   you   need   help   getting   books,   graphic   novels,   magazines,   etc.   please   just   ask.   
 
Your   goal   should   be   to   read   about   15   minutes   a   day,   but   that   is   flexible.   
 

Keep   it   simple,   just   mark   down   what   you   have   been   reading   in   the   log..  
 

What   I   read  How   long   I   read   it   for  

Example:   Catching   Fire  1   hour  

Example:   Fortnite   user   blog   10   minutes  
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Science  

Teacher:   Contact:  Office   Hours:  

Mr.   Gjefle  tgjefle@swsd101.org  
Phone:   (971)   278-2805  

Monday-Friday   
10:00-11:00   AM  

 

Ms.   Eide  keide@swsd101.org  
Phone:   (360)   855-3032  

Monday-Friday   
10:00-11:00   AM  

 

Mr.   Fairbank  ffairbank@swsd101.org   
Phone:   (360)   855-3520  

Monday-Friday  
10:00-11:00   AM  

Office   Hours    -   Time   when   your   teacher   will   be   reading   and   responding   to   e-mail   messages  
quickly.  
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The   biosphere   and   nutrient   cycles  
The   biosphere   is   the   life-supporting   area   of   Earth's   surface,   extending   a   few   miles   into   the  

atmosphere   to   deep   under   the   ocean.   The   biosphere   is   a   global   ecosystem   composed   of   living  
creatures   and   nonliving   matter.   Living   creatures   harness   energy   and   food   from   nonliving   elements.  

Matter   cycles   through   the   biosphere,   helped   along   by   solar   energy.   As   different   elements  
come   together,   they   combine   to   form   the   building   blocks   of   life   and   fuel   for   living   creatures.  

What   Are   Nutrient   Cycles?  
All   cells   are   made   up   primarily   of   six   elements:   hydrogen,   oxygen,   carbon,   nitrogen,  

phosphorus   and   sulfur.   These   elements   occur   in   similar   fractions   in   all   living   things.   While   the   first  
four   are   the   most   significant,   additional   elements   are   also   important.   Calcium   creates   structures  
such   as   shells,   skeletons   and   cell   walls,   while   chlorophyll   allows   plants   to   convert   solar   energy   into  
chemical   energy.  

Certain   elements   are   found   in   higher   concentrations   in   living   creatures   than   in   the  
surrounding   environment   because   animals   and   plants   capture   these   elements   to   combine   them   in  
various   ways.   Elements   move   from   being   part   of   living   matter   to   non-living   materials   as   they   cycle  
through   the   biosphere.   The   biosphere   is   composed   of   three   parts:   the   atmosphere,   made   up   of  
gases;   the   lithosphere,   made   up   of   soil   and   the   crust;   and   the   hydrosphere,   including   lakes,   rivers  
and   oceans.  

Some   elements   are   bound   up   in   rocks,   unavailable   to   living   creatures.   Weathering   and  
erosion   eventually   release   these   elements.   For   most   major   materials,   however,   living   organisms   not  
only   use   them,   they   also   help   move   these   elements   through   the   biosphere.  

Matter   moves   through   the   biosphere   differently  
than   energy.   Energy   cannot   be   reused,   but   elements  
can   be   recycled.   For   example,   carbon   released   into  
the   atmosphere   could   stay   there   for   five   years  
before   being   taken   up   by   an   animal,   or   it   could   be  
used   immediately   by   a   nearby   plant   for  
photosynthesis.  

Carbon   Cycle  
The   carbon   cycle   moves   carbon   throughout   the  
biosphere.    The   carbon   in   living   organisms  
comes   from   carbon   dioxide   (CO2)   in   the   air  
or   dissolved   in   water .   Plants   use   carbon   dioxide  
from   the   air   during   photosynthesis   to   make   glucose  

(sugar)   which   they   use   to   grow.   Animals   take   in   carbon   by   eating   plants,   animals,   or   fungus.  
Carbon   dioxide   is   released   when   animals   breathe   out.   Bacteria   and   fungi   release   carbon   dioxide  
back   into   the   environment   during   decomposition   when   they   consume   dead   animals   and   plants.  
This   cycle   can   happen   rapidly   within   seasons   or   take   many   years.   

Carbon   sometimes   stays   in   dead   animals   and   plants   inside   the   Earth's   crust.   This   carbon  
becomes   fossil   fuels,   such   as   oil,   coal   or   gas.   Humans   now   use   fossil   fuels   in   industry   and  
agriculture,   releasing   vast   amounts   of   CO2   into   the   atmosphere.  
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Nitrogen   Cycle  
Like   carbon,   nitrogen   also   moves   through   the   biosphere,   but   unlike   carbon,   most   nitrogen   occurs  
in   the   atmosphere   as   a   gas   (N2).   However,   plants   cannot   use   this   form   of   nitrogen.    Nitrogen   is  

pulled   from   the   atmosphere  
by   bacteria,   who   change   it  
into   a   form   plants   can   use.   

Certain   bacteria   live   near   the  
roots   of   plants   and   fungi.   The  
plants   offer   a   shelter   for   bacteria,  
and   the   bacteria   draw   nitrogen  
into   the   soil,   making   it   possible  
for   plants   to   absorb   nitrogen.  
When   bacteria   live   with   fungi,  
they   form   a   new   species   called  
lichen.  

After   absorbing   nitrogen,   plants  
change   it   into   combinations   they  
can   use,   such   as   amino   acids   and  
proteins.   Animals   obtain  

nitrogen   by   eating   plants   or   other   animals.   When   animals   die,   microbes   take   apart   dead   animals  
and   put   nitrogen   back   into   the   soil.  

Some   nitrogen   is   returned  
back   to   the   atmosphere   by  
bacteria.   Nitrogen   is   also   lost  
from   an   ecosystem   through  
erosion,   runoff,   and   leaching  
from   the   soil   into   lakes   and  
streams.  

The   Phosphorus  
Cycle  
Other   major   elements,   such  
as   phosphorus,   iron   and  
calcium,   enter   the   soil  
through   the   weathering   of  
bedrock.    Phosphorus   most  
often   limits   plant  
growth.  

Phosphorus   moves  
from   land   to   rivers   to   the   sea  
before   settling   at   the   bottom   of   the   ocean.   Phosphorus   cycles   between   the   ocean   surface   and   the  
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ocean   floor:   near   the   surface,   plankton   takes   up   phosphorus   and   then   passes   through   the   food  
chain.   Eventually,   phosphorus   returns   to   the   ocean   floor   when   living   creatures   die   and   fall   to   the  
bottom.   The   ocean   floor   contains   the   largest   reservoir   of   phosphorus   in   the   biosphere.   

On   land,   phosphorus   moves   between   living   creatures   and   soil   in   the   form   of   phosphate.  
Bacteria   in   the   soil   breaks   down   living   matter,   releasing   phosphate,   which   is   absorbed   by   plants  
and   released   again   when   they   die.   Soils   differ   in   the   amount   of   phosphorus   they   contain.   In   soils  
without   much   phosphorus,   almost   all   of   it   is   found   in   living   creatures.   In   some   tropical   forests,  
living   creatures   contain   so   much   phosphorus   that   clearing   the   forests   gets   rid   of   this   element.  
Without   phosphorus,   plants   and   crops   cannot   grow.  

Adding   phosphorus   to   soils   has   affected   many   natural   spaces .   Runoff   from   farms  
or   sewage   adds   phosphorus   to   rivers   and   lakes.   The   extra   phosphorus   makes   plants   grow  
explosively,   sometimes   creating   a   mat   of   plants   that   extends   over   the   surface   of   the   water.   More  
plants   use   up   the   available   oxygen,   suffocating   fish   and   other   animals.   

Effects   on   the   Earth.  
Understanding   how   the   biosphere   works   is   very   important.    The   world   around   us   is   connected  
in   many   different   ways.    The   balance   of   these   systems   helps   the   Earth   naturally   regulate   and  
keep   order.   When   human   population   levels   were   low   and   technology   simple,   the   effect   on   the  
biosphere   was   relatively   small.   Increasing   human   population   levels   and   harvesting   of   Earth's  
natural   resources   has   transformed   this   situation,   especially   in   recent   decades.   Human   activities   are  
causing   major   changes   in   the   biosphere.   These   changes   are   removing   species   that   have   not   even  
been   described   but   which   might   have   been   of   central   importance   to   natural   areas.  
 
 
Critical   Thinking   Response   Question.  
How   are   you   connected   to   the   nutrient   cycles   of   the   Earth?   Use   information   from   the   above  
reading   to   explain   how   you   as   a   human   are   connected   to   nutrient   cycles   such   as   the  
carbon,   nitrogen   or   phosphorus   cycles.   
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________  
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Continue   Plant   Observations    (SECOND   WEEK)   
Please   continue   your   plant   observations   that   you   started   last   week.   If   you   missed   last   week's   packet   the   task  

is   outlined   below.   
 

Here   is   your   task:  
● Make   observations   of   a   plant   you   can   see     2   days   a   week   for   three   weeks .  

  I   recommend   Tuesdays   and   Fridays!    (Minimum   6   observations   of   three   weeks)  
● Document   the   changes    that   you   see   happening   to   the   plants   on   your   own   paper:  

○ Create   a   chart   like   you   see   below   on   your   own   sheet   of   paper   (not   digitally).   
○ Write   a   complete   description   of   your   observations  
○ Sketch/Draw   the   plant   every   time   you   make   observations.   Label   any   differences   you   see!  
○ Be   sure   to   show/describe   the   changes   that   you   see   over   these   3   weeks!  

● As   you   make   observations,    develop   a   question    each   day   about   what   you   are   wondering.  
 

Your   work   should   have   a   similar   set-up:   

Date:  
 
Monday,  
May    4th,  
3rd   entry  

Description:  
(Include   observations   like   the   type   of   plant;   number  

of   leaves;   color   of   leaves;   color   of   stem;   height   of  
plant;   shape   of   leaves;   and   other   other   observations  

you   have!)  
 

Sketch/Drawing  
 

Wonderings/Questions:  
 
 
 

 

Distance   Learning   Organization   Tips  
 
This   week   we   want   you   to   take   some   time   to   organize   and   catch   up   on   any   work   that   you   might   have   not  
completed   yet.   
 
If   you   have   not   done   so   already,    make   yourself   a   routine    with   times   for   school   work   (30-45   min  
chunks),   organizing,   and   breaks   for   movement/play/fuel.   You   should   check   in   on   Mondays   to   see   the  
week's   assignments   but   then   can   decide   how   to   complete   them   throughout   the   week,   spreading   out   the  
work   according   to   your   schedule.   
 
In   order   to   stay   organized   I   recommend   you    make   a   planner    or   table   with   all   subjects   and   associated  
tasks   for   each   week   and   how   you   plan   on   completing   them.  
 
All   work   will   be   accepted   for   full   credit   so   please   do   your   best   and   turn   in   what   you   finish!   
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Social   Studies  

Teacher:   Contact:  Office   Hours:  

O’Reilly  aoreilly@swsd101.org  
(360)   855-3005   

Monday-Friday   
10:00-11:00   AM   

Swatzina  gswatzina@swsd101.org   
Monday-Friday   

9:00-10:00   AM    (Phone/Zoom)  
Available   M-F   via   email  

 

Lewis  rlewis@swsd101.org   Monday-Wednesday  
1:00-2:45   PM   

Garlatz  kgarlatz@swsd101.org  
(360)   389-2268    (call   or   text)  

Monday-Friday  
9:30-10:30   AM  

Office   Hours    -   Time   when   your   teacher   will   be   reading   and   responding   to   e-mail   messages  
quickly.  
 

Read   The   Washington   Journey    Textbook    Pages   90-94   “   Indian   Wars”  
then   answer   the   four   questions   listed   at   the   end   of   the   section.  

Key   Ideas:   
● Anger   over   treaty   terms   and   violations   triggered   war   between   Indians   and   white   settlers.  
● War   devastated   the   native   peoples   and   forced   survivors   onto   reservations.  
● The   Dawes   Act   Broke   up   reservations   and   attempted   to   Americanize   Indians.   

 
Key   Terms:   
Allotment :     a   portion   of   something   (land,   money,   food,   etc.)   set   aside   for   a   particular   purpose,   person,   or   group  
Coerce :     to   persuade  
Encroach :     to   go   beyond   the   limits   of;   to   trespass   
Fraud :     dishonest   or   unlawful   behavior  
Humane :     characterized   by   kindness,   mercy,   or   compassion   toward   fellow   human   beings   and   animals  
Intruder :     one   who   enters   or   participates   without   invitation;   an   unwelcome   participant  
Retaliate :     to   pay   back   in   kind;   respond   with   similar   behavior   or   action  
Slaughter :     the   brutal   or   violent   killing   of   a   person   
Trespass :     a   wrongful   or   unlawful   entry   upon   the   lands   of   another  
Truce :     the   stopping   of   hostilities   or   warfare   between   two   or   more   people,   groups,   or   nations  
 

The   Yakama   People  
Governor   Stevens   met   with   5,000   Indians   at   Walla   Walla   to   discuss   the   division   of   land   on   the   Columbia  

Plateau.    Nez   Perce,   Cayuse,   Walla   Walla,   Umatilla,   and   Yakama   people   gathered   for   the   meeting.  
Until   the   meeting,   the   Yakama   people   were   not   considered   a   tribe.   Fourteen   related   bands   who   spoke   the   same  

language,   sharing   hunting   grounds,   and   intermarried   were   grouped   into   the   new   tribe   by   Governor   Stevens.   
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At   the   recommendation   of   a   Catholic   priest   who   had   worked   among   the   scattered   band   and   had   come   as   an  
interpreter,   Stevens   appointed   Kamiakin,   a   respected   Indian   man,   to   be   the   leader   of   the   group.   He   was   to   sign   the  
treaty   for   all   of   them.    Kamiakin   was   named   “head   chief”   of   what   became   known   as   the   Yakama   Nation.   Men   from  
other   bands   were   named   as   “subchiefs.”  

Chief   Kamiakin   was   a   proud   man   who   did   not   talk   much.    He   had   not   wanted   to   come   to   the   council   at   all.  
When   the   subject   of   a   reservation   for   the   newly   formed   Yakama   Nation   was   brought   up,   he   responded:   
 
The   forest   knows   me;   he   knows   my   heart.   He   knows   I   do   not   desire   a   great   many   goods.   All   that   I   wish   for   is   a  
[government]   agent,   a   good   agent,   who   will   pity   the   good   and   bad   of   us   and   take   care   of   us.   I   have   nothing   to  
talk   long   about.   I   am   tired.   I   am   anxious   to   get   back   to   my   garden.   That   is   all   I   have   to   say.  
 

At   the   large   meeting,   where   English,  
Chinook   Jargon,   and   various   Indian  
languages   were   all   spoken,   interpreters   tried  
to   negotiate   between   Governor   Stevens   and  
Indian   leaders.   Stevens   agreed   to   give   the  
larger   tribes   -   the   Nez   Perce   and   Yakama   -  
large   reservations   in   their   homelands.  
Smaller   groups,   who   did   not   have   much  
bargaining   power,   were   forced   to   agree   to  
this   arrangement.   
 
Nez   Perce   Indians   arrive   at   a   treaty  
negotiation   site   with   Governor   Stevens   and  
other   government   officials   standing   in   the  
center.   
 
Hostilities   Begin  

Only   a   few   years   after   the   treaty   agreements,   something   happened   that   changed   everything   -   gold   was  
discovered   along   the   upper   Columbia   River.   Gold   seekers   rushed   into   the   area,   trespassing   on   lands   given   to  
the   Yakamas   in   the   treaty.    The   Indians   were   angry.    Stevens   ordered   the   whites   not   to   enter   Yakama   lands,   but  
they   came   anyway.    Angry   bands   of   Yakamas   sought   revenge   and   started   killing   white   intruders.    The   U.S.  
Army   stepped   in   and   captured   Chief   Kamiakin   and   his   followers.    This   ended   the   fighting,   at   least   for   a   while.   

At   almost   the   same   time,   Seattle,   still   a   village,   was   attacked   by   neighboring   Indians.    It   seemed   as   if  
the   entire   region   was   at   war.    An   army   was   sent   from   Fort   Walla   Walla   to   look   over   the   situation,   but   as   they  
reached   the   open   grasslands   near   Rosalia,   they   were   surrounded   by   Indian   warriors   from   several   tribes.  
During   the   night,   soldiers   escaped   and   retreated   to   their   fort,   abandoning   weapons,   horses,   and   several   soldiers  
who   had   been   killed.   

The   army   sent   a   group   of   600   soldiers   to   punish   the   tribes.    They   captured   and   slaughtered   700   Indian  
horses   and   hanged   24   of   the   Indian   leaders.   They   also   forced   the   Indians   to   sign   peace   treaties,   which   ended  
the   Yakama   War.   

Chief   Kamiakin   was   given   a   chance   to   return   to   the   reservation,   but   he   would   not.    He   spent   the   rest   of  
his   life   alone   in   remote   parts   of   Washington   and   Canada.   
 

Native   Leaders   React   to   White   Settlements  
Chief   Moses  

Chief   Moses,   of   the   Columbia-Sinkiuse   Indians,   was   forced   to   take   his   people   to   the   Yakama  
Reservation.   In   an   1879   letter,   he   told   how   the   settlers   created   problems   for   Indian   survival:  
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There   are   white   men   living   in   my   country.   Some   can   stay   forever   and   some   must   go….   People   who   raise   hogs  
in   my   country   must   go   with   their   hogs,   because   they   kill   out   the   young   camas,   and   to   kill   that   is   to   starve   us.   It  
is   our   bread   and   we   cannot   eat   earth….   We   must   fish   and   hunt   and   our   squaws   must   dig   camas   and   other  
roots,   and   when   you   touch   us   on   any   of   these   points,   then   we   carry   our   rifles   on   the   right   and   left   of   us.   
 
Chief   Sealth  

Chief   Sealth   was   leader   of   the   Duwamish.    He   welcomed   the   protection   of   the   federal   government  
against   local   Indian   enemies.    Wanting   peace   for   his   people,   Chief   Sealth   tried   to   help   the   white   settlers.  
When   it   was   time   to   move   to   a   reservation,   he   encouraged   his   people   to   go   peacefully.   

Here   is   part   of   a   famous   speech   he   gave   to   Governor   Stevens:  
The   White   Chief   says   that   Big   Chief   in   Washington   sends   us   greetings….   His   people   are   many.   They   are   like  
the   grass   that   covers   vast   prairies.   My   people   are   few….   They   are   ebbing   away   like   a   rapidly   receding   tide  
that   will   never   return….Let   us   hope   that   hostilities   between   us   never   return.    We   would   have   everything   to   lose  
and   nothing   to   gain.    My   people   will   retire   to   the   reservation   you   offer   them.    Then   we   will   dwell   apart   in  
peace.   

 

The   Nez   Perce   War   
One   band   of   Nez   Perce   Indians   was   led   by    Hin-maton-Yal-a-kit ,  

which   meant   Thunder   Traveling   to   Loftier   Mountain   Heights.   The   white  
settlers   called   him   Chief   Joseph.   Like   his   father,   whose   tribe   had   assisted  
Lewis   and   Clark,   Joseph   had   worked   peacefully   with   fur   traders   and  
missionaries.   Many   of   the   tribe   had   become   Chrisian.   They   had   made   an  
art   of   breeding   horses   and   grazed   them   on   rich   grasslands.   They   signed  
the   treaty   at   Walla   Walla   and   lived   peacefully   on   a   reservation   until   gold  
was   discovered   there.   

The   government   responded   by   opening   some   reservation   land   for  
mining   and   white   settlement   and   forced   the   native   people   to   move   yet   again.  
Then,   a   few   young   men   whose   fathers   had   been   killed   by   white   settlers   killed  
four   white   men   in   revenge.    When   Chief   Joseph   found   out,   he   knew   the   U.S.  
Army   would   retaliate.   He   prepared   a   band   of   200   young   men,   some   older   men,  
and   nearly   600   women   and   children   for   flight.   Chief   Joseph   was   36   years   old.   

The   U.S.   Army   caught   up   to   the   Nez   Perce,   who   sent   out   a   small   party  
under   a   truce   flag   (a   flag   of   surrender).   However,   a   battle   broke   out   when   someone   fired   a   gun.   

This   began   a   series   of   battles   that   were   recorded   by   journalists.    Readers   in   the   East   followed   the   stories   in   the  
papers,   and   the   Nez   Perce   War   and   Chief   Joseph   became   famous.   Unlike   in   other   wars,   many   more   soldiers   were  

killed   than   Indians.   
 
Nez   Perce   Tactics  

One   reason   for   the   success   of   the   Nez   Perce   was   the   skill   of   Chief  
Joseph   as   a   military   leader.    U.S.   Army   officers   who   fought   against  
the   Nez   Perce   considered   Chief   Joseph   a   military   genius.    Chief  
Joseph   and   his   warriors   used   a   wide   variety   of   tactics   against   the   US  
Army.    For   example,   the   Nez   Perce   took   higher   ground,   dug   rifle  
pits,   and   surrounded   a   force   six   times   their   size.    They   used   bows  
and   arrows,   shotguns,   and   rifles.    They   outshot   and   outrode   the   US  
Army.   

The   Nez   Perce   fled   east   and   into   Montana,   but   they   were   caught  
by   a   surprise   attack.    Again   they   fought   back.    Warriors   pinned   the  
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soldiers   down   with   rifle   fire   while   the   rest   of   the   Nez   Perce   gathered   their   wounded   and   dead   and   escaped   into   the  
hills.  
The   Nez   Perce   fled   their   reservation   and   were   pursued   by   the   U.S.   Army   until   Chief   Joseph   surrendered   at   the   Battle  
of   Bear   Paw   in   Montana.   
 

What   Do   You   Think?  
Do   you   think   it   was   morally   right   for   the   settlers   to   assume   that   they   could   take,   or   buy,   land   already  
occupied   by   Native   Americans   on   the   reservations?   Why?  
 
 
Chief   Joseph   Surrenders  

  Finally,   the   army   sent   about   600   men   to   overtake   the   Nez   Perce,   who   were   resting   along   a   creek   close   to   the  
Canadian   border.    The   combat   was   fierce,   with   hand-to-hand   fighting   between   the   soldiers   and   the   Indians.  
The   battle   went   on   until   nightfall.    Many   Indians   were   dead.    Chief   Joseph   knew   that   his   people   could   not   keep  
fighting.   

The   next   day   a   snowstorm   blew   in,   adding   to   the   misery.   Heartsick,   freezing,   and   hungry,   Chief   Joseph  
and   his   people   had   little   choice   but   to   surrender.    The   surrender   took   place   at   Bear   Paw   Mountain   in   the   Big  
Hole   Valley   of   Montana.   
 

Chief   Joseph’s   surrender   speech   shows   the   strong   feelings   of   a   leader   for   his   people:   
 
Our   chiefs   are   killed….It   is   cold   and   we   have   no  
blankets.   The   little   children   are   freezing   to   death.  
My   people,   some   of   them,   have   run   away   to   the  
hills   and   have   no   blankets,   no   food…   Hear   me,  
my   chiefs,   I   am   tired.    My   heart   is   sick   and   sad.  
From   where   the   sun   now   stands,   I   will   fight   no  
more   forever.   
 

The   army   moved   the   band   to   a   reservation  
in   Oklahoma.   Later,   they   were   returned   to  
Washington   to   live   on   the   Colville   Reservation.   

 
“I   will   fight   no   more   forever,”   were   the   words  

spoken   by   Nez   Perce   Chief   Joseph   as   he   and   his  
followers   surrendered   to   U.S.   troops.   

 
Erskine   Wood   and   Chief   Joseph  
 

A   white   teenaged   boy   spent   summers   living   with   Chief   Joseph   on   the  
Colville   Reservation.   His   name   was   Erskine   Wood.    His   father   had   met   Chief  
Joseph   when   they   were   negotiating   treaties,   and   admired   him   greatly.  

In   his   diary,   Erskine   described   the   way   the   Indian   families   combined   10  
teepees   into   one   long   lodge   during   winter.   Fresh   venison   strips   were   hung   on  
racks   over   the   fires   in   the   center   of   the   lodge   and   smoked   to   make   jerky.    He   also  
wrote   that   Chief   Joseph   refused   to   accept   the   overalls   distributed   by   the   Indian  
agency,   wanting   to   wear   the   traditional   style   of   leather   leggings.   

When   Erskine   was   preparing   to   go   home   to   Portland,   he   asked   Chief  
Joseph   if   there   was   any   gift   that   his   father   could   give   to   repay   his   kindness.  
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Chief   Joseph   thought   about   it   and   then   asked   for   a   horse.   To   young   Erskine,   that   did   not   seem   like   much   of   a  
gift   -   Chief   Joseph   already   had   many   horses.    “I   did   not   know   what   the   gift   of   a   horse   was,”   Erskine   recalled.  

Years   later,   Erskine   Wood’s   family   purchased   a   fine   Appaloosa   and   gave   it   to   Chief   Joseph’s   250  
descendants   on   the   Colville   Reservation.   

 
White   Support   of   Indians  

John   James   was   a   boy   when   his   three   older   brothers   were   asked   to   join   volunteers   to   fight   Indians.   The  
James   family   was   against   fighting   the   Indians.   This   aggravated   their   neighbors.   The   neighbors   thought  
everyone   should   join   together   to   get   rid   of   Indian   problems.   

An   Indian   was   lured   to   the   James’   property   and   then   murdered   by   neighbors.   The   neighbors   thought  
that   if   Indians   retaliated   against   the   James   family   for   the   murder,   the   James   family   would   join   the   volunteer  
forces   in   fighting   the   Indian   wars.    However,   there   was   no   Indian   retaliations   against   the   James   family,   and  
they   still   refused   to   fight   the   Indians.   White   neighbors   frequently   looted   their   farm,   and   their   sheep   and   butter  
were   stolen.   
My   father   thought   we   should   not   have   to   fight   the   Indians....   As   there   were   no   settlements   over   there…   with   the  
exception   of   one   or   two   army   posts.   This   created   considerable   feeling   among   the   families   that   wanted   to   [fight  
the   Indians]...   I   am   satisfied   it   takes   just   as   much   nerve   and   courage   to   oppose   a   war   as   actual   participation  

in   fighting.   
-John   James  

Aftermath   of   Wars  
War   and   the   continuing   flood   of   settlers   overwhelmed   the   Indian   people.    Indian   tribes   were   crowded   out   of  

their   homelands,   and   most   were   assigned   to   reservations.   And,   as   you   read,   when   gold   was   discovered,   white   settlers  
began   encroaching   on   the   reservations.   Indians   were   hopeful   that   the   federal   government   would   protect   their   treaty  
rights   and   their   land   titles.   
 
The   Indian   Homestead   Act  

In   an   effort   to   protect   Indian   rights   and   encourage   individual   ownership   of   land,   the   U.s.   Congress   passed   the  
Indian   Homestead   Act.    It   gave   individual   Indians   the   right   to   own   a   piece   of   property.   However,   Indians   did   not   value  
land   ownership   in   the   same   way   as   did   white   settlers.    This   difference   in   values   led   to   more   problems.   

For   example,   the   laws   included   loopholes.   When   whites   wanted   Indian   land,   they   would   coerce   (persuade)   the  
Indian   owner   into   selling   it   to   them,   or   use   fraud   (dishonest   or   unlawful   behavior).   Indian   people   were   at   a   loss   when  
it   came   to   defending   their   rights   in   the   legal   system.   
 

Linking   the   Past   to   the   Present  
 
Nisqually   Chief   Leschi   was   hanged   for   the   murder   of   a   U.S.   soldier   during   the  
Indian   Wars.    Chief   Leschi   was   not   alone   in   objecting   to   the   terms   of   the   Medicine  
Creek   Treaty   that   he   felt   forced   to   sign.   The   treaty   stripped   his   people   of   tribal   lands  
and   assigned   them   to   a   reservation   that   had   no   access   to   the   Nisqually   river.    His  
people   had   lived   and   fished   on   that   river   for   many   generations.   
The   war   that   followed   resulted   in   the   death   of   many   on   both   sides.   Chief   Leschi  
argued   that   the   soldier’s   death   was   the   result   of   war,   not   murder.  
 
I   do   not   know   anything   about   your   laws.   I   have   supposed   that   the   killing   of   armed  
men   in   wartime   was   not   murder;   ifit   was,   the   soldiers   who   killed   Indians   are   guilty  

of   murder   too…  
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More   than   150   years   later,   a   Historical   Court   of   Justice   agreed   with   Chief   Leschi’s   statement   and   ruled   that   the  
execution   was   unjust.   The   ruling   stated   that   Chief   Leschi   should   never   have   been   charged   because   he   fought   during   a  
time   of   war.   
Nisqually   Chief   Leschi   was   executed   for   the   murder   of   a   U.S.   soldier   during   wartime.   In   2004,   a   court   ruled   that   the  
execution   was   unjust  

 
 

Carlson,   L.   M.,   Green,   M.   K.,   &   Kerwin,   C.   S.   (2010).    The   Washington   journey .   Layton,   UT:   Gibbs   Smith   Education  
What   Did   You   Learn?  
Please   fully   answer   the   following   four   questions   using   complete   sentences.   
 

1. Why   did   white   settlers   disregard   treaty   terms?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What   was   the   result   of   the   Indian   wars?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. How   did   white   cultural   values   influence   new   policies?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Do   you   think   it   was   morally   right   for   the   settlers   to   assume   that   they   could   take,   or  
buy,   land   already   occupied   by   Native   Americans   on   the   reservations?   Why?   (this  
question   is   in   the   text   earlier   in   reading   as   well)  
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Wellness  

Teacher:   Contact:  Office   Hours:  

Joana   Michaelson  jmichaelson@swsd101.org   Monday-Friday  
10:00-11:00   AM  

Gibran   Smith  gsmith@swsd101.org   Monday-Friday  
10:00-11:00   AM  

Brenna   Zavala  bzavala@swsd101.org   Monday-Friday  
11:00   AM   -   12:00   PM   

Office   Hours    -   Time   when   your   teacher   will   be   reading   and   responding   to   e-mail   messages  
quickly.  

 

    How   to   turn   in   assignments/work:  

● Students    with    internet/Canvas   access   →   View   and   complete   course   work   on   Canvas  
○ No   need   for   the   paper   packet,   everything   you   need   will   be   on   Canvas.  

● Students    without    internet/Canvas   access   →   View   and   complete   coursework   in   this  
packet.   Complete   workouts   and   get   exercise   every   day!    Turn   in    “physical   activity  
log”    back   to   CMS   each   week .  
 

Packet   Instructions:  
GOAL:    Get   30-60   minutes   of   moderate   to   intense   physical   activity   each   day!  

 
  Complete   a   workout   that   is   challenging   for   you   every   day!   You   can   choose   one   I   have  
provided,   or   find   your   own   online   work-out,   go   for   a   run,   or   make   up   your   own.  
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Day   1   -   May   4  
 

For   all   of   you   who   have   a   smartphone   and   love   to   just   dance,   I   found   this  
Justdancenow.com   site   that   allows   you   to   use   your   smartphone   to   play.  

This   is   only   optional   and   not   required   for   class   because   I   know   not   everyone   has   a   smartphone.   

https://justdancenow.com/  

  (Links   to   an   external   site.)  

Here   is   a   Bootcamp   workout   if   you'd   rather   not   dance.     Do   this   at   least   5   times   and   more   if   you're   up   to   it!  

 

 

 

https://justdancenow.com/
https://justdancenow.com/
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Day   2   -   May   5   
Choose   the   workout   or   do   both   for   a   total   of   at   least   5   sets.  

 

Day   3   -   May   6   
Go   back   to   Monday   and   do   just   dance   again   today   or   do   the  
Rawr   workout   to   stretch   and   strengthen   your   muscles.    Also  
complete   the   article   below.  
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Can   Exercise   Actually   Treat   Depression   in   Teens?  
DATE   Study:   Depressed   Adolescents   Treated   with   Exercise  

Teenagers   are   notorious   for   being   moody,   irritable   and   hormonal   –   symptoms   that   can   also   be   signs   of  
depression.   Research   shows   us   that   exercise   can   help   prevent   depression   in   adolescence,   but   can   it   also  
be   used   as   a   treatment   for   those   diagnosed   with   depression?   A   controlled   study   by   The   Cooper   Institute  
shows   that   exercise   may   actually   be   an   important   part   of   depression   treatment.  

Teen   depression   is   a   serious   condition   that   can   come   with   serious   consequences.   Nearly   13%   of   teens   in  
the   U.S.   experience   depression   each   year,   an   increase   of   65%   for   girls   and   47%   for   boys   since   2013.  
Depression   is   also   a   major   risk   factor   for   suicide,   which   is   now   the   second   leading   cause   of   death   among  
U.S.   teens.   While   depression   can   feel   overwhelming,   there   are   treatment   options   that   can   provide   hope  
and   a   path   to   recovery.  

Medication   vs.   Exercise  

Medication   is   the   most   common   treatment   for   depression,   but   it   can   be   expensive   and   can   lead   to  
additional   side   effects   and   health   risks.   Exercise   provides   a   viable,   medication-free   method   of   treating   and  
reducing   symptoms   of   depression.   For   some   teens   and   young   adults,   exercise   is   a   more   appealing   option  
because   it   eliminates   the   stigma   associated   with   psychotherapy   and   antidepressant   medication.  
Additionally,   exercise   programs   can   be   tailored   to   each   person’s   interests,   schedule,   and   fitness   level.  

The   DATE   Study  

In   2013,   The   Cooper   Institute   conducted   a   small,   controlled   study   of   30   participants   to   see   if   exercise   can  
really   be   used   to   treat   adolescents   diagnosed   with   depression.   Dr.   Laura   DeFina,   an   exercise   physician  
and   the   current   President   and   CEO   of   The   Cooper   Institute,   reviewed   each   patient’s   information   and  
approved   their   participation.  

During   the   first   two   weeks   of   the   intervention,   the   participating   teens   came   to   The   Cooper   Institute   for  
trainer-lead   exercise   sessions   3   times   per   week.   In   week   3,   the   trainer-led   sessions   dropped   to   once   per  
week   as   the   teens   began   following   their   exercise   program   at   home.  

The   team   randomly   assigned   each   adolescent   to   either   a   vigorous   exercise   group   or   a   control   stretching  
group.   Throughout   the   12-week   intervention,   all   subjects   were   monitored   on   the   presence,   severity   and  
improvement   of   their   depression   symptoms.   Researchers   also   looked   at   how   well   each   teen   followed   the  
exercise   program   as   well   as   their   clinical   response/remission,   social   functioning,   and   overall   satisfaction.  
They   also   followed   up   with   the   teens   after   the   study   at   six   and   12-month   intervals   to   evaluate   their  
progress.  

Results  

The   results   showed   that   depression   symptoms   decreased   significantly   for   teens   in   both   groups   throughout  
the   12-week   program.   However,   the   exercise   group   demonstrated   a   significantly   more   rapid   reduction   in  
depressive   symptoms   at   the   6-week   and   9-week   marks   than   the   stretch   group   (see   graph).  
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Additionally,   100%   of   the   exercise   group   and   67%   of   the   stretch   group   demonstrated   an   improvement   in  
both   the   presence   and   severity   of   depressive   symptoms.   By   week   12,   86%   of   participants   in   the   exercise  
group   were   in   remission   (no   or   mild   symptoms)   compared   to   50%   in   the   stretch   group.   This   dramatic  
response   to   exercise   as   treatment   not   only   exceeds   the   rates   in   studies   on   medication   as   treatment,   but  
the   improvements   were   also   sustained   at   both   the   six   and   12-month   follow-ups.  

 

Finally,   a   detailed   questionnaire   on   social   adjustment   revealed   nearly   the   same   significant   improvements   in  
social   functioning   for   both   groups   with   respect   to   school,   friends,   family   and   anxiety.   Overall,   the   teens   in  
the   study   reported   being   ‘very’   to   ‘extremely   satisfied’   with   the   quality   and   effectiveness   of   the   exercise  
treatment.  

 

Conclusion  

The   research   team   determined   that   exercise   is   an   effective,   non-medicinal   treatment   for   depressed  
adolescents   who   can   safely   participate   in   a   structured   exercise   program.   In   fact,   the   benefits   of   exercise   as  
a   treatment   for   depression   appear   to   match   or   exceed   the   benefits   of   medication   while   also   avoiding   the  
negative   side   effects   and   high   costs   of   antidepressants.   The   exercise   group   saw   positive   results   much  
quicker   than   the   stretch   group,   but   the   conclusion   is   still   the   same.   Regular   exercise   can   be   a   highly  
effective   treatment   for   depression   in   adolescents.  

 

1.   Summarize   the   article.  

 

 

 

 

 

2. State   3   interesting   facts   
●   

●   

●   

3. Ask   any   question   you   might   have   about   this   information.   
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Day   4   -   May   7  

This   link   is   a   tutorial   for   the   renegade   dance.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th9f7_KxMf4   (Links   to   an   external   site.)  
 
If   you’d   rather   not   learn   the   dance,   do   this   workout.   

Do   this   workout   at   least   5   sets   and   get   some   cardio   exercise   for   at   least   10   minutes.    Go   ride   your   bike,  
jog,   or   even   just   run   in   place.   

 

 
 
Day   5   -   May   8  

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th9f7_KxMf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th9f7_KxMf4
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CMS   Physical   Activity   Log  
GOAL:    30-60   minutes   of   moderate   to   intense   activity   each   day!  
Directions:    Use   the   chart   below   to   track   how   much   activity   you   are   getting   each   day,   at   the   end   of  
the   week   Total   your   minutes   and   turn   Log   back   into   your   teacher   with   parent   signature   to   verify   you  
completed   all   activities.  
Minimum   Requirement:    150   minutes   per   week   to   receive   PE   credit   for   the   week.  

Day   and  
Date  

List   all   Physical   Activities   and   number   of   minutes   doing  
each   activity.  

Total   #   of  
Minutes  

Ex   -   Monday  
3/30/2020  

1.   Walk   the   Dog   -   20   min  
2.   Jumped   on   Trampoline   -   20   min.  
3.   Played   basketball   in   my   driveway   -   20   minutes  

60   min.  

Monday  
 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

Tuesday  
 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

Wednesday  
 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

Thursday  
 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

Friday  
 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

Saturday  
 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

Sunday  
 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

 

* Total-   Add   up   all   of   your   physical   activity   minutes   for   the   week=   ______________  
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Elective  

Teacher:   Contact:  Office   Hours:  
Brenna   Zavala  
(7th-grade   AVID)  bzavala@swsd101.org   Monday-Friday  

11:00   AM   -   12:00   PM  

Amy   Regehr    (ART)  aregehr@swsd101.org  
(360)   855-3026  

Monday-Friday  
10:00-11:00   AM  

Olivia   Lenoue  
(Choir/Music)  

olenoue@swsd101.org  
(360)   855-3020  

Monday-Friday  
8:00am-9:00am  

Kyler   Brumbaugh  kbrumbaugh@swsd101.org  
(360)   855-3021  

Monday-Friday  
1:00-2:00   PM  

Office   Hours    -   Time   when   your   teacher   will   be   reading   and   responding   to   e-mail   messages  
quickly.  
 
AVID  
Complete   Owning   My   Feelings   worksheet  
1)   Written   Reflection:    Accomplishments   often   provoke   feelings   in   us.    What   do   you   feel   when   you   think   about   your  
greatest   accomplishment   this   year?    Describe   the   accomplishment   and   the   feeling.  
2)   Activity:    Trying   to   understand   ourselves   and   studying   our   beliefs   can   help   us   understand   our   reactions   and  
feelings.    Complete   the   statements   about   what   causes   certain   emotional   responses   in   you.  
 

Name   _____________________________   Date__________   Class   period   ______  
 

Owning   My   Feelings  
 

1.   Written   Reflection:    Accomplishments   often   provoke   feelings   in   us.    What   do  
you   feel   when   you   think   about   your   greatest   accomplishment   this   year?    Describe  
the   accomplishment   and   the   feeling.  
 
__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________  

mailto:bzavala@swsd101.org
mailto:aregehr@swsd101.org
mailto:olenoue@swsd101.org
mailto:kbrumbaugh@swsd101.org
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II.    Activity:    Trying   to   understand   ourselves   and   studying   our   beliefs   can   help   us   understand   our   reactions   and  
feelings.    Complete   the   statements   below   about   what   causes   certain   emotional   responses   in   you.  
 

A)   I   feel   proud   when…  

B)   I   feel   important   when…  

C)   I   am   not   afraid   to…  

D)   I   feel   bored   when…  

E) I   am   irritated   when…  

F) I   get   angry   when…  

G) I   am   embarrassed   when…  

H) I   am   afraid   when   I   …  

I) I   am   shy   when...  

 
AVID    GPA   Reflection  

 
 
 
1)    Go   through   the   GPA   PowerPoint   and   orally   answer   all   the   questions  
2)    Complete   the   GPA   worksheet  
 
GPA   Reflection   worksheet  
 

A   x4  Equals  Total   Points  

B   x3  Equals  Total   Points  

C   x2  Equals  Total   Points  

D   x1  Equals  Total   Points  

F   x0  Equals  Total   Points  

    Overall   Total  
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Music   Listening   Journal  
Instructions :   actively   listen   to   5   or   more   minutes   of   music   every   day.   Listening   should   be   your   primary  
focus;   don’t   just   turn   on   music   and   start   doing   something   else.   You   can   listen   to   anything   you   choose,   but  
you   are   encouraged   to   listen   to   things   you   would   not   normally   listen   to   (see   your   teachers’   suggestions).  
After   you   listen,   write   about   your   thoughts   and   feelings.   Try   to   answer   the   leading   questions.   You   may  
either   print   this   form   or   keep   answers   in   your   own   journal.   Find   the   listening   suggestions   on   Youtube.   
 

Monday   
May   4  

 
What   did   you   listen   to?   _________________________________________  

Listening  
Suggestions  

Brumbaugh:    Beatbox   Meets   the   Bass  
Lenoue:    Cloudburst   by   Eric   Whitacre  
Weaver: Rachmaninoff:   Piano   Concerto   No.3,   Mvmnt   III  

How   does   this  
music   make  
you   feel?  
 
What   do   you  
like/not   like  
about   this  
music?  

Your   thoughts   and   feelings:   ______________________________________  

__________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________  

 

Tuesday   
May   5  

 
What   did   you   listen   to?   ________________________________________  

Listening  
Suggestions  

Brumbaugh:    Smooth   Criminal    by   Tony   Succar  
Lenoue:     Hush   Little   Baby   by   Yo-Yo   Ma   &   Bobby   McFerrin  
Weaver: Dizzy   Gillespie   Quintet  

What   music  
have   you   been  
listening   to   that  
you’ve   found  
comforting  
during   your  
time   at   home?  

Your   thoughts   and   feelings:   _____________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/iy-jf9ePDFw?t=3m7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boOGv7e9AME
https://www.reddit.com/r/classicalmusic/comments/61t1gh/rachmaninoff_piano_concerto_no3_movement_iii/
https://youtu.be/BjbDSTQ-4mk
https://youtu.be/BjbDSTQ-4mk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GczSTQ2nv94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uLpjp7xkyI
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Wednesday  
May   6  

 
What   did   you   listen   to?   _______________________________________  

Listening  
Suggestions  

Brumbaugh:     Undertale   Medley    by   Filharmonia   Śląska  
Lenoue:    Dance   With   My   Father   by   Signature  
Weaver: Last   Night   I   Had   the   Strangest   Dream  

Do   you   like  
instrumental  
music   or   music  
with   lyrics  
better?   Or   do  
you   like   them  
for   different  
reasons?  
Explain.  
 
 

Your   thoughts   and   feelings:   ____________________________________  

_______________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________  

 
 

Thursday  
May   7  

 
What   did   you   listen   to?   ________________________________________  

Listening  
Suggestions  

Brumbaugh:    Here   It   Goes   Again    by   OK   Go  
Lenoue:    Here   Comes   the   Sun   Medley   by   Harvard   THUD  
Weaver:   Izthak   Perlman   Master   Class   Trailer   (Type   it   in.)  

Who   is   your  
favorite  
musical  
artist?   What  
about   their  
music   do   you  
like?  

Your   thoughts   and   feelings:   _____________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________  

 
 

https://youtu.be/BqSVPKQp9ns
https://youtu.be/BqSVPKQp9ns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5glZrlMAdkM&list=FLmA4XXF0cWJHT_Vuoudpk2w&index=2&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXPn3kmmKFo
https://youtu.be/dTAAsCNK7RA
https://youtu.be/dTAAsCNK7RA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qc2Q85FqW-c
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Special   Education  

Teacher:   Contact:  Office   Hours:  
Clay   Wing  cwing@swsd101.org   Available   Monday-Friday   via   email  

Linda   Longfellow  llongfellow@swsd101.org   Available   Monday-Friday   via   email  

Jessica   Jurado  
(Lunstroth)  jjurado@swsd101.org   

Monday-Friday  
9:00-10:00   am   

or   anytime   via   email  
Office   Hours    -   Time   when   your   teacher   will   be   reading   and   responding   to   e-mail   messages  
quickly.  
Here   is   a   great   link   to   free   audiobooks   through   the   CMS   library.    Please   make   time   to   read   daily.  
 
https://sites.google.com/swsd101.org/cmslibraryfreereads/home  
 
Here   is   a   link   to   the   social   skills   curriculum   we   use   at   school.    They   are   offering   many   free   at-home   lessons,   stories,  
and   videos   to   promote   social   thinking   and   awareness.   
 
https://www.socialthinking.com/free-stuff?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl-2020-apr- 
30&utm_content=nl-fs-all&utm_term=-  
 
Here   is   another   resource   for   families   and   students.    I   hope   you   find   it   helpful.  
 
https://wideopenschool.org/programs/educator/6-12/special-needs/  
 
Finally,   a   family   shared   with   me   that   the   Skagit   YMCA   is   doing   free   Zoom   classes   for   so   many   different   things!    Here  
is   the   link   to   discover   some   new   learning   experiences.   
 
https://www.skagitymca.org/membership-connection#/programs/63/our-virtual-y/  
 
 
There   is   an   easy   CBM   attached,   but   I   encourage   students   (even   those   doing   the   paper  
packets)   to   go   online   if   possible   and   complete   the   7_5   reading   assessment.  
 

 

 
 
 
 

mailto:cwing@swsd101.org
mailto:llongfellow@swsd101.org
mailto:jjurado@swsd101.org
https://sites.google.com/swsd101.org/cmslibraryfreereads/home
https://www.socialthinking.com/free-stuff?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl-2020-apr-30&utm_content=nl-fs-all&utm_term=-
https://www.socialthinking.com/free-stuff?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nl-2020-apr-30&utm_content=nl-fs-all&utm_term=-
https://wideopenschool.org/programs/educator/6-12/special-needs/
https://www.skagitymca.org/membership-connection#/programs/63/our-virtual-y/
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easyCBM   7_5  
Ahmed's   Dream   For   once,   Ahmed   awoke   without   the   sound   of   gunfire.   It   was   an   eerie   feeling   not   having  
his   ears   ringing   with   the   blasts   of   artillery,   guns   and   rockets.   This   was   life   in   his   village.   He   noticed   a   dove  
on   his   window   sill.   It   was   a   rare   sight.   The   peacefulness   in   the   air   lured   him   back   to   sleep.   It   was   a   summer  
day,   and   Raul   and   Ahmed   were   going   down   to   the   river   to   fish.   They   passed   the   carts   of   food   as   they  
walked   through   the   village.   The   smell   of   the   spices   cooking   made   them   hungry.   The   village   was   radiant   that  
day,   like   warm   sunshine   after   a   storm.   People   were   smiling   and   laughing.   Music   was   playing.   It   was   a  
jubilant   sight.   They   bought   pita   pockets   stuffed   with   meat   and   vegetables   and   headed   to   the   river.   They  
joked   and   laughed.   They   talked   about   school.   They   talked   about   girls.   The   warm   sun   made   them   excited  
for   the   cool   water.   The   eruption   of   the   gunfire   abruptly   woke   Ahmed.   Life   in   the   village   was   shrouded   in  
smoke   again.   Ahmed   remembered   the   pain   of   losing   Raul.   But   his   blissful   dream   would   help   him   get  
through   the   tough   life   of   his   village.   Perhaps,   one   day,   the   peace   in   the   air   would   return   along   with   the  
morning   doves.   
1.   The   village   is   a   jubilant   sight   for   Ahmed   because:   

A. the   children   are   on   summer   vacation  
B. people   are   making   lots   of   money  
C. he   hasn't   seen   happiness   for   a   long   time   

2.   What   does   the   dove   symbolize?   
A. peace   
B. warmth   
C. friendship   

3.   What   is   meant   by   "the   village   was   radiant   that   day"?   
A. it   was   crowded   with   people  
B. the   sun   was   shining   brightly  
C. it   was   warm   and   happy   

4.   We   know   the   village   is   in   a   war   torn   area   because   there   are:   
A. eerie   feelings  
B. guns   and   rockets  
C. tough   lives   

5.   Ahmed   finds   comfort   from   the   loss   of   Raul   by:  
A. enjoying   a   swim   in   the   river  
B. remembering   him   in   happy   times  
C. seeing   the   dove   on   the   windowsill  

 
Jedadiah's   Tooth   Jedadiah   had   always   been   described   as   "unique"   by   his   friends   and   family.   "You   march   to  
the   beat   of   your   own   drum,   honey,"   his   mom   assured   him.   "Don't   ever   change."   Every   day,   Jedadiah   got   up  
and   put   on   the   same   outfit:   a   teal   green   shirt   and   vest,   baggy   orange   corduroy   pants,   and   a   clunky   pair   of  
black   work   boots.   By   far   the   most   important   part   of   his   outfit,   however,   was   the   two-inch   shark   tooth  
necklace   he   always   wore   around   his   neck.   The   shark   tooth   was   vanilla-colored   and   pointy,   on   a   long,  
purple   cord.   It   was   from   Mexico   and   it   was   Jedadiah's   good   luck   charm.   One   day,   Jedadiah   was   at   school,  
changing   in   the   locker   room   after   gym   class.   As   he   bent   over   to   change   from   his   sneakers   back   into   his  
boots,   he   realized   something   was   missing.   "My   necklace!"   he   said   with   dismay.   "It   must   have   fallen   off  
when   I   was   taking   off   my   sweatshirt!"   He   stood   up   on   a   locker   room   bench.   "Has   anyone   seen   my   shark  
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tooth?"   he   announced,   panicked.   The   other   kids   looked   at   him   and   laughed.   "Weirdo!"   someone   shouted.  
Jedadiah   ignored   their   taunts,   and   continued   looking.   By   the   end   of   the   day,   his   necklace   still   hadn't   shown  
up.   He   wanted   to   stay   late   to   look   some   more,   but   the   vice   principal   kicked   him   out.   "Go   home!"   said   Mr.  
Fisher.   Jedadiah   walked   dejectedly   to   his   house.   "Take   off   your   boots!"   his   mother   reminded   him   when   he  
walked   in.   Jedadiah   didn't   pay   any   attention.   He   shuffled   straight   to   his   room   and   flopped   down   on   his   bed,  
feeling   miserable.   "What's   the   matter?"   his   mother   asked   worriedly   at   his   doorway.   Jedadiah   explained   how  
he'd   lost   his   special   necklace.   "Are   you   sure   you   lost   it   at   school?"   His   mother   asked.   "When   was   the   last  
time   you   know   you   had   it?"   Jedadiah   admitted   he   couldn't   recall   precisely   the   last   time   he'd   noticed   it.   Time  
passed,   and   Jedadiah   slowly   began   to   resign   himself   to   life   without   the   shark   tooth.   He   felt   terribly   unlucky.  
He   didn't   make   the   school   jousting   team,   his   big   chemistry   project   exploded,   and   his   pet   iguana   came  
down   with   a   rare   disease.   One   day,   months   later,   Jedadiah   found   a   mysterious   letter   in   the   mailbox.   There  
was   no   return   address,   and   the   handwriting   was   scratchy.   Inside   the   envelope   was   a   short   note   written   on  
the   bottom   of   a   business   card   for   a   fortune-teller,   Fawlella   Adivina.   "Looking   for   something?   I'll   find   it   for  
you.   Come   visit   me,   and   you'll   know   it's   true."   The   note   read.   "Am   I   looking   for   something?....."   Jedadiah  
thought.   Confused,   he   turned   the   business   card   over   and   saw,   taped   to   the   back,   his   beloved   shark   tooth  
necklace!   He   was   equally   overjoyed   and   bewildered.   How   had   he   lost   his   necklace,   and   how   had   it  
returned?   That   was   the   last   he   ever   heard   from   the   mysterious   Fawlella   Adivina.   But   immediately,  
Jedadiah's   luck   seemed   to   turn.   He   made   the   lacrosse   team,   aced   a   chemistry   test,   and   his   iguana  
recovered.   Jedadiah   continued   to   wear   the   necklace.   But   from   then   on,   every   day   he   had   gym   class,  
Jedadiah   made   sure   to   bring   tape.   
6.   One   theme   of   the   story   is   that:  

A. Anonymous   letters   contain   good   news.  
B. People   should   be   proud   of   who   they   are.  
C. Unique   fashions   are   misunderstood.   

7.   This   story   is   mostly   about   how:  
A. it's   hard   to   find   treasured   objects  
B. it's   easy   to   lose   things   in   gym   class  
C. good   fortune   comes   unexpectedly   

8.   One   advantage   of   having   the   story   come   from   Jedadiah's   point   of   view   is:  
A. we   can   understand   Jedadiah's   thoughts   and   feelings  
B. readers   get   to   learn   about   Jedadiah's   activities  
C. we   can   tell   how   Jedadiah's   tooth   came   back   to   him   

9.   When   Jedadiah   loses   his   necklace   he   feels:  
A. hopeful   and   inspired  
B. curious   and   confused  
C. upset   and   unlucky   

10.   It's   obvious   Jedadiah's   mother   is   loyal   to   him   because   she:  
A. encourages   him   to   be   himself  
B. asks   him   about   his   necklace  
C. reminds   him   to   take   off   his   shoes  

 
A   Difference!   Do   you   love   animals?   You   can   make   a   difference   in   an   animal's   life   by   volunteering   at  
Humane   Critters'   Cottage.   Humane   Critters'   Cottage   has   a   corps   of   caring   and   considerate   volunteers   who  
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help   needy   animals.   Currently,   the   Cottage   welcomes   teens   for   a   new   training   session   beginning   next  
month.   If   you   are   interested,   please   consider   the   following:   (1)   Do   you   have   a   desire   to   work   with   sick  
animals?   (2)   Are   you   willing   to   commit   one   year   of   volunteering   at   least   twice   per   month?   (3)   Are   you   at  
least   13   years   old?   (4)   Do   you   have   a   parent,   or   guardian,   who   will   accompany   you   during   training?   (5)   Are  
you   able   to   lift   at   least   20   pounds?   If   you   answered   "Yes"   to   all   of   these   questions,   get   ready   for   next  
month's   training   session!   We   look   forward   to   adding   young   and   eager   teens   to   our   volunteer   corp.   You   can  
feel   proud   of   truly   helping   make   a   difference   in   an   animal's   life!   
11.   The   purpose   of   this   ad   is   to:   

A. recruit   teen   volunteers  
B. teach   people   about   animals  
C. make   people   feel   proud   

12.   The   author   thinks:  
A. parents   make   the   best   volunteer   corps  
B. it   is   important   to   help   needy   animals  
C. teens   need   to   learn   more   about   animals   

13.   Why   does   the   author   say   "You   can   feel   proud   of   truly   helping   make   a   difference"?  
A. to   provide   information   about   helping  
B. to   make   the   reader   feel   good  
C. to   influence   the   reader's   decision   

14.   The   line,   "You   can   feel   proud"   is   a(n):      A.   opinion        B.   question      C.   fact   
15.   The   author   uses   a   checklist   to   help   readers:   

A. decide   what   kind   of   animal   they   like   best  
B. decide   whether   they   qualify   for   the   job  
C. know   where   they   need   to   go   to   volunteer   

 
Afghan   Youth   Sports   Exchange   Is   it   possible   for   a   soccer   team   to   change   the   world?   Awista   Ayub   thinks  
so.   Awista   Ayub   is   the   founder   of   the   Afghan   Youth   Sports   Exchange   (AYSE).   The   AYSE   gives   young  
people,   whose   lives   have   been   affected   by   war,   the   chance   to   play   soccer   and   build   leadership   skills.  
Specifically,   Ayub   has   focused   on   providing   this   opportunity   to   Afghan   girls.   Ayub   was   born   in   Afghanistan.  
When   she   was   a   child,   she   and   her   family   fled   to   the   United   States   to   escape   conflict.   She   grew   up   in  
Connecticut   and   sports   were   an   important   part   of   her   life.   As   an   adult,   Ayub   was   upset   by   the   lack   of  
opportunities   for   girls   and   women   in   her   home   country.   So   in   2003,   she   started   the   AYSE   to   create   more  
opportunities   for   females   in   Afghanistan.   One   of   AYSE's   biggest   accomplishments   has   been   the   girls-only  
soccer   camp.   It   started   in   the   Afghan   capital   city,   Kabul.   At   the   first   five-day   camp,   250   girls   ages   10-18  
came   to   learn   about   soccer.   Each   player   got   their   own   soccer   ball   and   pair   of   cleats   to   keep.   Since   then,  
Ayub   and   the   AYSE   have   started   15   girls'   soccer   teams   in   Kabul.   The   first   players   on   these   teams   have  
moved   on   to   play   on   the   new   Afghan   Women's   National   Soccer   Team.   Awista   Ayub   is   proud   of   the  
progress   she   sees   in   Afghanistan.   Just   a   few   years   ago,   women   weren't   even   allowed   to   leave   their   homes  
alone.   Now,   there   is   a   Women's   National   Soccer   Team   in   her   country.   Ayub   says   soccer   is   a   way   to   give  
young   girls   self-confidence   and   self-esteem.   She   is   helping   to   make   the   change   she   wants   to   see   in   the  
word.   
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16.   Which   is   the   main   idea   of   the   story?  
A. Soccer   is   a   popular   sport   in   Afghanistan.  
B. Sports   are   important   for   children's   health.  
C. Soccer   has   helped   change   the   lives   of   Afghan   girls.   

17.   The   author   wants   readers   to:  
A. learn   about   girls'   soccer   in   Afghanistan  
B. start   to   play   soccer   for   exercise   in   America  
C. come   to   Afghanistan   to   cheer   for   the   women's   team   

18.   The   author   thinks   the   Afghanistan   girls'   soccer   teams   are:  
A. International  
B. Inspirational  
C. uninteresting   

19.   Awista   Ayub   started   the   Kabul   girls'   soccer   camp   because   she:  
A. wanted   women   to   have   more   opportunities  
B. needed   to   improve   her   own   soccer   skills  
C. lived   in   the   USA,   but   was   born   in   Afghanistan   

20.   The   author   gives   lots   of   details   about   the   AYSE's   accomplishments   so   that:  
A. the   reader   can   start   their   own   soccer   group  
B. the   reader   will   admire   the   AYSE's   work  
C. the   story   will   be   longer   and   more   difficult  
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How   Can   I...Keep   My   Cool?  

 

“Sometimes   my   stress   catches   up   with   me,   and   I   feel   like   I   might   melt   down.   It   even   gets   hard   to  

breathe.   What   can   I   do   in   the   moment   to   stay   calm?”  

—Luis,   17,   is   a    Choices    Teen   Adviser   and   high   school   senior   in   Houston,   Texas  

THIS   MONTH’S   EXPERT  
 

George   Mumford    has   taught   basketball   legends   like   Kobe   Bryant   about   something   called  

mindfulness—a   tactic   that   can   help   you   stay   calm   and   focused   in   the   present   moment.   It  

can   help   with   everything   from   school   stress   to   performing   while   the   whole   world   is  

watching!  

“We   always   have   the   ability   to   choose   our   response   to   stress.”  

This   wise   advice   from   sports   psychologist   George   Mumford   is   crucial   when   our   brain   goes  

into   stress   mode.   “Being   overwhelmed   is   like   having   a   computer   virus,”   he   says.   “The   anxiety    replicates    until   your  

‘computer’   freezes.”   So   how   can   you   stop   yourself   from   short-circuiting?   Easy:   Choose   to   focus   on   the   present   moment   .   .  

.   not   what   happened   at   soccer   practice   earlier,   or   what’s   going   to   happen   during   your   chem   test   tomorrow.  

Here’s   how:  
 
1.   Redirect.  

Sitting   in   a   comfortable   position,   place   a   palm   on   your   belly.   As   you   breathe   in,   imagine   it   as   a   pink   balloon   filling  

up   with   air...and   then   emptying   out   as   you   exhale.   It   sounds   silly,   but   it   gets   your   brain   to   refocus   on   the   here   and  

now.  

2.   Refresh.  
Take   10   big,   full   breaths.   For   each   one,   open   your   mouth   and   inhale   until   your   belly   expands—then   exhale.  
Concentrate   on   the   sensations   of   breathing   and   imagine   that   balloon.  
 

3.   Refocus.  
Now   that   you’ve   halted   the   stress   response,   your   brain   is   better   primed   to   come   up   with   a   creative   solution   to  
the   problems   you’re   facing,   like   a   plan   of   attack   for   your   pile   of   homework!  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kk7IBwuhXWM&feature=emb_title  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kk7IBwuhXWM&feature=emb_title
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Keep   My   Cool   -   Discussion   Guide   
 
Directions:   After   you’ve   read   the   article,   reflect   on   the   following   questions   and   share   your   answers   with   the  
class.   
 
1.   What   are   some   of   your   biggest   stressors?   
 
 
 
 
2.   How   could   mindfulness   help   you   deal   with   each   of   them?   
 
 
 
 
3.   What   other   benefits   can   come   from   practicing   mindfulness?   
 
 
 
 
4.   When   in   your   day   could   you   find   time   to   practice   mindfulness?   
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